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Students learn better when interested, and it falls to the teacher to spark that interest. Strong teachers have the ability to make their 

subjects “unfold,” and even dance. Nothing is worse than being stuck in a classroom with a monotone instructor who teaches without passion 
and more often than not just regurgitates memorized lessons. A better approach is to create a vibrant and dynamic environment where each 
student is inspired to discover personal expression. The greatest concern must always remain with the students:  who are they, where are they 
coming from, and where are they going (even though, when starting out, they often have no idea). 

 
How a subject is taught is every bit as important as the content thereof. Every class should include a specific set of objectives and 

goals. Courses which expose students to a variety of materials and procedures begin the development of personal vocabulary, and viewpoint. 
The focus must always remain on helping each student find their personal style and “voice.” Classes which require a measure of accountability 
always seem to do better as well; students should be encouraged to freely give and receive constructive critique. Through these “feedback-
sessions” and “personal progress reports” the students learn to speak, hear and communicate in the language of art. Projects, curriculum and 
review must consistently focus on motivating the classes to find new ways of looking at and experiencing artistic expression. As they define and 
solidify their own values and interests, they will develop a dedication and determination to doggedly pursue their own creative aspirations.         
       

Teaching art together with assignments, like slide-presentations and group projects, etc., helps students further develop their 
emerging opinions and ideas. By studying past and present movements and artists, they define their own present and future styles and 
approaches. Learning how their work relates to contemporary art and theories offers additional, expanding, artistic direction. As they dig deeper 
they become more motivated because they’re learning in ways that really involve them personally.   

       
It is additionally important to explain how various aspects of art function as well as different materials and techniques. Class 

direction should include providing an understanding of how institutions are organized, and why; where one can best show his or her work; what 
is the difference between a scholarship, a residency and a grant; what financial aid or stipends may be available to the class; and what 
infrastructures exist, if any, and how they can each help the students to achieve. Understanding this information and applying it will give them 
greater confidence in their own path. Learning the systems in place as well as the most effective ways to work and survive therein will help the 
classes develop practices and proficiency they will inevitably use the rest of their lives.   

 
It is important; I’ve come to believe, that instructors of art actively produce, compete and display their own work, and also look for 

opportunities for their students to do the same. As a sculpting instructor I have come to see how doing this keeps my own art crisp, while also 
adding a level of intrigue and appeal to my students’ outlook and “our” combined work. My classes have enjoyed the showmanship-elements of 
competition and display, and are typically encouraged to gain greater exposure and experience of their own. This is essential to their ongoing, 
fluid progression as students of art. It also instills a sense of mutual-respect and appreciation in us both. To achieve their potential, students 
need to understand how the world of art functions, both locally and abroad, and as their own art forms continue to evolve, a synergistic 
“meeting-of-the-minds” occurs and both teacher and class further experience the allure and excitement of this field.  

 
It is always gratifying to see students grasp difficult concepts and then grow to understand the principles, their value and effect. But, it is even 
more exciting, seeing them break through to their own, deeper levels of creative thought. This, in my opinion, is the high-point of teaching, 
especially of art. When a structured and creative environment fosters enduring self-discovery, students “take wing,” as it were, they become 
more focused and self-assured, and invariably transition to making the principles and methodologies their own.    

 
These are the teaching philosophies I espouse and the type of environment I seek to create, where students can indeed peel back 

the layers of their genius in an atmosphere of example, direction and support—uncovering deeper levels to their talent, greater depths to their 
creativity, and a more profound understanding of ART and its contribution to our world. In truth, we all benefit by training up well-grounded, 
insightful and passionate artists. As we help these find their own voices; as we help them discover and develop their own art; and, as we each 
assist them in realizing and contributing in their own, unique ways; we each grow in the process and become more authentic and in-tune 
ourselves. Each of us benefits—our students, us as teachers, the world itself—as beauty and art evolves again and again.  

 


